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The adult vasculature is comprised of three distinct compartments: the arteries, which carry blood away from
the heart and display a divergent flow pattern; the capillaries, where oxygen and nutrient delivery from blood
to tissues, as well as metabolic waste removal, occurs; and the veins, which carry blood back to the heart and
are characterized by a convergent flow pattern. These compartments are organized in series as regard to flow,
which proceeds from the upstream arteries to the downstream veins through the capillaries. However, the
spatial organization is more complex, as veins may often be found paralleling the arteries. The factors that
control the morphogenesis of this hierarchically branched vascular network are not well characterized. Here,
we explain how arteries exert a morphological control on the venous pattern. Indeed, during vertebrate devel-
opment, the following transition may be observed in the spatial organization of the vascular system: veins first
develop in series with the arteries, the arterial and venous territories being clearly distinct in space �cis-cis
configuration�. But after some time, new veins grow parallel to the existing arteries, and the arterial and venous
territories become overlapped, with extensive and complex intercalation and interdigitation. Using physical
arguments, backed up by experimental evidence �biological data from the literature and in situ optical and
mechanical measurements of the chick embryo yolk-sac and midbrain developing vasculatures�, we explain
how such a transition is possible and why it may be expected with generality, as organisms grow. The origin
of this transition lies in the remodeling of the capillary tissue in the vicinity of the growing arteries. This
remodeling lays down a prepattern for further venous growth, parallel to the existing arterial pattern. Account-
ing for the influence of tissue growth, we show that this prepatterned path becomes favored as the body
extends. As a consequence, a second flow route with veins paralleling the arteries �cis-trans configuration�
emerges when the tissue extends. Between the cis-cis and cis-trans configurations, all configurations are in
principle possible, and self-organization of the vessels contributes to determining their exact pattern. However,
the global aspect depends on the size at which the growth stops and on the growth rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main function of the blood vascular system in higher
vertebrates is to transport oxygen and nutrients to cells in the
peripheral tissue. The vascular system is thereby necessary
for organ growth and expansion. Without a proper vascular
system expansion, body size is limited due to the imbalance
in oxygen delivery, which finally causes death. The vascular
system is comprised of three distinct compartments: the ar-
teries, which carry blood away from the heart through a di-
vergent arborescence; the capillaries, where oxygen and nu-
trient delivery from blood to tissues, as well as metabolic
waste removal, occurs; and the veins, which carry blood
back to the heart through a convergent arborescence. These
compartments are organized in series as regard to flow,
which proceeds from the upstream arteries to the down-
stream veins through the capillaries. However, the spatial
organization is more complex, as arterial and venous net-
works intercalate and interdigitate, with veins often observed

paralleling the arteries. This parallelism is in many regions
absolutely obvious with veins contiguous to the arteries �Fig.
1�, although in numerous instances the veins remain parallel,
but at some distance from the arteries.

A largely open problematic in the field of vascular devel-
opment is to understand how such a network can evolve
morphologically and how design and function cross talk to
create the vascular architecture. Indeed, many basic ques-
tions remain unanswered, including what cues guide vessel
positioning relative to other tissues or organs, how vessel
interconnection is determined, and how arterial and venous
vessels form juxtaposed yet distinct and separate networks
�1�. An additional unanswered question regards the relative
contribution of intrinsic �molecular� programming and ex-
trinsic �physiological or epigenetic� factors, such as hemody-
namic pressure, shear stress, or interstitial stress, on the mor-
phological evolution of the vascular system �2,3�.

In the present paper, we explain how arteries exert a mor-
phological control over the venous pattern through extrinsic
factors. Indeed, during vertebrate development, the following
transition may be observed in the spatial organization of the
vascular system: veins first develop in series with the arter-
ies, the arterial and venous territories being clearly distinct in
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space. But after “some time,” new veins grow parallel to the
existing arteries, and the arterial and venous territories be-
come overlapped, with extensive and complex intercalation
and interdigitation. Using physical arguments, we explain
how such a transition is possible and why it may be expected
with generality, as organisms grow. These arguments are
based on biological data from the literature as well as on
in situ optical and mechanical measurements, in particular
high-precision measurements of the tissue deformability.
These measurements have been performed in the chick em-
bryo yolk-sac and midbrain developing vasculatures, which
have been chosen as case studies because the yolk-sac �e.g.,
the avian equivalent of the mammal placenta� is two-
dimensional and extra-embryonic and the brain is three-
dimensional and inside the embryo body.1

After an overview of the morphological development of
the vascular system �Sec. III�, the physical arguments dem-
onstrating how arteries exert a morphological control over
the venous pattern will be presented and backed up by rel-
evant biological data, some of which have already been de-
scribed in Le Noble et al. �4� �Sec. IV�. These arguments will
also be supported by simple theoretical or computational
models describing the flow pattern in a vascular network
�Sec. IV�. The results will finally be discussed in light of the
current knowledge of the molecular distinction between ar-
teries and veins �Sec. V�. The experimental methodologies
we refer to throughout the paper, as well as the computa-
tional modeling approach used in Sec. IV, will be presented
first �Sec. II�.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Embryonic material. Fertilized chick �Gallus gallus,
brown leghorn� embryos were purchased from Couvoir de

l’Ausier in Louvigné du désert �Ille et Vilaine, France� and
incubated at 38 °C in a humidified atmosphere �standard egg
incubator�. The chicken embryos were handled and disposed
following the French regulations for avian in-shell embryos.
All embryos were disposed within one week of development.

In vivo Imaging. For in vivo imaging, embryo New cul-
tures �5�, or eggs containing a window �6�, were placed be-
tween two glass heating plates �Minitüb HT300, Germany�,
the lower one at 37 °C, the upper one at 39 °C to avoid
condensation. Embryos were observed by reflection optical
microscopy using a Leica MZFLIII stereomicroscope
equipped with a digital camera �1024�800, 8-bit color
Scion corporation camera�. In a few cases, indicated in figure
legends, the yolk-sac was rinsed and transferred to a glass
slide for direct observation by transmission illumination us-
ing the same microscope. Images were acquired using NIH
Image in its ImageJ version. The vasculature was visualized
with a 1−14� zoom. Assignment of artery or vein identity
to a particular vessel was made based on the direct observa-
tion of the flow direction of blood cells transiting the vessel.
Alternatively, surface topography of the embryos was ob-
served by shadowgraph, in which case an OPTEM micro-
scope was used. A sketch of this experimental technique and
further explanations are given in Fig. 2 and the legend.

Air-puff tonometry. In order to measure the deformability
of the tissue surrounding arteries, we have designed an air-
puff tonometer �APT�. The principle of the instrument is the
following: a small air puff is blown through a micropipette
and impacts the surface at a 45° angle. The size of the area
deformed by the air puff, which increases when local de-
formability increases, is measured optically by following the
displacement and/or size variation of a light spot shone on
the deformed area. The spot position and size vary because
the spot is initially oriented slightly offset from the direction
of specular reflection. As the surface flexes down, the spot
center moves while the spot is deformed. For more details on
the technique as well as on its calibration, see Fig. 3 and the
legend. The resolution of the APT is in principle equal to the
injection diameter of the air puff. In a first series of experi-
ments, samples �rinsed yolk-sacs lying flat on a Petri dish�
were placed on a moving table �Newport� so as to scan the
surface with the APT at a speed of 0.1 mm/s and with a data
acquisition rate of 5 Hz. In this first series of experiments,
the injection diameter was 20 �m. Using this “scanning-
mode” procedure, deformability gradients are directly re-
corded, although detailed information about the localized
mechanical behavior cannot be obtained. In a second series
of experiments, the samples �rinsed yolk-sacs lying flat on a
Petri dish� were mounted on a goniometer to provide for tilt
angle correction. The deformability was measured in situ by
turning the air on and recording the time evolution of the
deformation trough. Using this “local-mode” procedure, de-
tailed information on the surface reaction to a localized force
is obtained. In this second series of experiments, the injec-
tion diameter was 50 �m.

Image processing and analysis. The images obtained by
reflection optical microscopy, a combination of yellow from
the yolk-sac and red from the red blood cells, were post-
treated using ImageJ. To maximize the contrast produced by
the red blood cells, which mark the blood vessels localiza-

1It is sometimes emphasized that the yolk-sac circulation is sin-
gular because its function is to absorb nutritive material at capillary
level, this material being subsequently conveyed to the embryo via
the yolk-sac veins. Thus, it works in the opposite way than the
embryo internal vasculature, where nutriments are transported by
the arterial blood and delivered to the organs at capillary level.

FIG. 1. Yolk-sac vessels at day 4, observed by reflection illumi-
nation: Example of veins �V� contiguous to arteries �A�. Veins may
appear on either side of the artery under study. Note that the main
artery and vein both branch to form parallel secondary arteries and
venules, which themselves branch to form even smaller parallel
arteries and veins.
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tion, and to filter the yolk-sac yellow background, the red
and blue components of these RGB �Red Green Blue� col-
ored images were discarded. Their green component was
converted to black and white images, whose contrast was
adjusted. In order to estimate the number of red blood cells
traveling in a given area surrounding a particular vessel, the
gray-level profile, averaged along the direction parallel to the
vessel in this area, was plotted as a function of the distance
to the vessel.

Numerical simulations of the wall shear-stress spatial dis-
tribution in a vascular network. An extremely simplified
model of vascular network is that of a bidimensional lattice
of tubes of given radii ri and lengths li, represented by a
specified connectivity matrix. The flow Qi through each tube
is related to the pressure drop �Pi by Poiseuille’s law �Pi
=RiQi where Ri is the tube hydrodynamic resistance given by
Ri=8�li /�ri

4. In this expression, � is the viscosity of blood,
considered as a Newtonian fluid �viscosity 1.2 cP�. The ap-
plication of Poiseuille’s law to each tube in the network,
along with the conservation of mass at each node, leads to a
set of linear equations. Given the pressure difference across
the network arterial entry and venous exit points �50
mm Hg�, these equations can be solved to yield the pressure
at each node and, hence, the flow as well as the wall shear

stress in each tube. In this way, the shear-stress variations
due to the remodeling of specific vessels, whose radii are
modified from ri to ri�, can be studied.

III. MORPHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF THE VASCULAR SYSTEM

In general terms, vascular networks form by the remodel-
ing of an existing meshwork of small capillaries, called a
capillary plexus. This means that an initial meshwork of
small capillary vessels progressively evolves into a complex
hierarchical branching structure, in which all the large ves-
sels, be it arteries or veins, were once vessels of the smallest
size �7�. In general terms also, there are three ways of for-
mation of capillary vessels: either in situ �de novo� �for ex-
ample, during the early phases of embryonic development�
or from existing capillaries which emit sprouts �“sprouting”�
or which are split in two along their axis �“intussusception”�.
More specifically, in the de novo formation of capillary ves-
sels, dispersed blood islands �i.e., aggregates of hematopoi-
etic cells, the precursors of red blood cells, surrounded by
endothelial cells, the constitutive cells of the capillary wall�
first form. The endothelial cells surrounding these blood is-
lands soon coalesce and anastomose to form a capillary
meshwork, called the primary capillary plexus, which serves
as a scaffold for the beginnings of circulation �8,9�; see Fig.
4, left and middle. De novo formation is typically observed
in growing embryos, where the first capillary meshworks
have been laid down before the onset of heart beat, around
24 h in the chick. After the onset of heart beat and blood
perfusion, the yolk-sac capillary plexus is rapidly remodeled
into arteries and veins and a functional circulatory loop is
established �4,10�; see Fig. 4, right. Such a remodeling is
largely linked to hemodynamic forces, in particular the wall
shear stress, such that vessels which undergo a high flow are
more likely to enlarge �4,11–13�, in a self-organized fashion
�14�. When the blood circulation fails to establish �for ex-
ample, after heart removal�, the yolk-sac capillary plexus
fails to remodel, although continuing to grow �4,15�. Note
that several larger vessels �e.g., the dorsal aorta and the pos-
terior cardinal vein� have already developed before the onset
of perfusion. However, these vessels do not constitute a cir-
culatory loop, and flow is still needed to establish patent
connections between them �1�. Thus, even if the details of
mechanotransduction and of its nonlinearities as well as the
exact mechanism of vessels remodeling are still debated
�2,3,16,17�, it is now well accepted that the formation of a
functional circulatory loop requires at least two fundamental
features: first, a capillary plexus and, second, a flow.

However, when described carefully, the physiological for-
mation of a vascular system exhibits a striking spatiotempo-
ral feature, which is rarely emphasized in the literature. At
the very beginning of the remodeling process, the remodel-
ing of the capillary plexus starts from a point close to the
entry of the flow �e.g., in the case of the yolk-sac, a point, the
presumptive navel, where the flow exits the embryo and en-
ters the yolk-sac� and extends centrifugally �i.e., along the
proximal to distal direction�. As a consequence, arteries are
the first large vessels to appear and radiate away from the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Scheme of the shadowgraph setup used to
map the surface topography of the growing yolk-sac. A parallel
beam of light is shone on the surface of the yolk-sac, and the re-
flection is observed in the direction of specular reflection. Since the
embryo is not flat, there is only one direction of observation, which
may be difficult to find. Once this direction of specular reflection
has been found, details of the surface appear as brighter or darker,
depending on the surface curvature. A small concave feature, if
approximated by a paraboloid, displays a bright spot in the center of
a dark halo. Inversion of colors, as done in Fig. 9, right, allows
recovering the natural impression of colors �bumps appear bright
whereas fissures appear dark�. By this mean, the details of the sur-
face topography are evidenced. When the subject is not observed
under a strict specular reflection, interesting shadowing effects may
be obtained, which reveal the surface corrugations. Note that this
technique is often used by physicists to explore refraction index
gradients. For example, shining a parallel light through a warmed
gas reveals temperature gradients and flows.
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flow entry point toward the distal end of the growing organ.
The veins appear later, when the capillary plexus remodels
along the blood return path, from a point close to the exit of
the flow. Subsequently, they also radiate along the proximal
to distal direction. Thus, the blood flow loops from the arter-
ies to the veins through the distal capillary plexus and the
veins are initially in series with the arteries. At this stage, the
arterial and venous territories are clearly distinct and non-
overlapping in space, as evidenced by the distinct localiza-
tion of their specific molecular markers2 �18�. This configu-
ration is called the cis-cis configuration, or primary

circulation �15�. The cis-cis loop is very conspicuous in the
early yolk-sac of the chicken embryo, for example, where it
includes, in series, the usual vitelline arteries and cranial and
caudal veins patterns �Fig. 5�a��. The cis-cis loop may also
be observed, although in three dimensions, in the brain �Fig.
5�b��.

But even if the circulatory loop seems to be well estab-
lished, the venous pattern starts suddenly to change, such
that after this change, a completely new set of veins has
appeared, the pattern of which is parallel to the arterial pat-
tern. The parallelism is sometimes so perfect that high-
magnification microscopy is needed to realize that what ap-
pears at first glance to be a large vessel is actually a pair of
distinct tubes, with flows in opposite directions �Figs. 1 and
6�a��. In the case of the chicken yolk-sac, this new configu-
ration starts to develop around 3.5 days and proceeds from

2Arterial and venous endothelial cells are molecularly distinct. For
example, arterial cells express a transmembrane protein, called
ephrin-B2, which is absent in the venous cells.
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FIG. 3. Air-puff tonometry: principle �Fig. 3�a�� and calibration using water and ethanol �Fig. 3�b��. �a�: Scheme of the air-puff tonometer
used to map the local deformability of the growing yolk-sac. An air puff �approximately 10 cc/min� is blown through a 20- or 50-�m
micropipette made using a pipette puller �Sega� and impacts the yolk-sac surface at a 45° angle. The pipette is mounted on a motorized
rotating stage �Newport� to provide for tilt angle correction. The size of the area deformed by the air puff, which increases when the local
deformability increases, is measured optically. For that purpose, the pipette has been modified to become the lighting element of the optical
setup. Its end was first metallized by copper physical vapor deposition and additionally painted in order to guide the light and to ensure glass
opacity. Then, the cleaved and bared end of a multimode optical fiber “working fiber” �HCP MO200T from SEDI� was introduced inside the
pipette and inserted as deep as possible without obstructing the air flow path. The other end of the optical fiber was coupled to an “injection
fiber” using a splice device �Siemon ULTRAsplice U.S.-250�. At last, a laser beam produced by a diode �12 mW Melles Griot� was injected
in the “injection fiber” using an optic positioner FP-1A and a bare fiber chuck holder FPH-J �Newport�. The light spot thus emitted by the
micropipette falls inside the deformation trough. Depending on the absolute angle of the pipette tip with respect to the surface, either the spot
size or the spot position changes when the turning the air on, generally both. This can be adjusted by having the pipette shoot more or less
ahead of the air jet. The spot is observed at right angle with an analog video camera �Watek 512� which continuously films the surface and
records on line its size and displacement �with a frame grabber from SCION corporation interfaced with NIH-Image�. The light spot appears
in dark due color coding inversion. �b� APT calibration with respect to reference surfaces �water and ethanol�. The figure shows the
comparison between the spot deflections �in pixel units, corresponding to approximately 4 �m /pixels� obtained on ethanol and water
surfaces, in otherwise exactly the same conditions, as a function of time. At the moment when the air is turned on, the spot is strongly
deflected and it returns to its original position when the air is turned off. The data are offset for clarity. As expected, the ethanol surface is
significantly more deformable than the water surface, the spot deflection for ethanol being about twice the deflection for water. Indeed, in this
regime, where gravity effects are negligible compared to surface tension effects �i.e., negligible Bond number�, the maximal penetration
depth of the air jet into the liquid surface should be inversely proportional to the surface tension of the liquid �39�. Here, the water/ethanol
surface tension ratio is of order 3.
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proximal �Fig. 6�a�� to distal areas �Fig. 6�b��. One very ob-
vious testimony of this transition is that, after four days, the
umbilical chords on each side of the embryo consist of
joined arteries and veins, while in the previous flow situa-
tion, the navel region only displayed the vitelline arteries
�15�.

The configuration in which arteries and veins are parallel,
but with opposite flow directions, is called the cis-trans con-
figuration, or secondary circulation �15�. In this configura-
tion, the arterial and venous territories, as evidenced by the
location of their molecular markers, are overlapping, with
extensive and complex intercalation and interdigitation �18�.
Note that in many parts of the adult body, both cis-cis and
cis-trans configurations subsist, the main veins being some-
times paired to the main arteries �an explicit example are the
deep “venae comitantes” of the limbs that so closely accom-
pany an artery that its pulsatility aids venous return�, but
sometimes not �e.g., the superficial veins of the limbs�.

In summary, as the parts of the animal grow �yolk-sac,
brain, limbs, etc.�, one may observe a transition, or even
metamorphosis, of the vessel structure and of the flow con-
figuration from a loop to a hairpin, as schematized in Fig. 7.
How is this transition possible and to what extent it may be
expected with generality are the issues we address in this
paper. We show that simple physical facts, backed up by
relevant biological data, make this transition unavoidable as
the piece of tissue being vascularized grows.

IV. INGREDIENTS OF THE TRANSITION FROM THE
PRIMARY TO THE SECONDARY CIRCULATION

As already mentioned, it is now well accepted that the
blood flow provokes a progressive enlargement of the ves-
sels. Thus, it is logical that capillary vessels will enlarge
along a loop joining the entry point of the flow to the exit
point of the flow, such that eventually a loop of large vessels
should be observed across the distal capillary plexus. In gen-
eral terms, a path of vessels, arteries toward veins, should be

found in series. However, why should this loop be unstable,
such that a second set of veins grows, and why should this
second set be so parallel to the arteries? In the following, the
three ingredients explaining such a transition will be succes-
sively introduced.

A. Growing arteries progressively disconnect
from the capillary plexus

As experimentally demonstrated by Le Noble et al. in the
chick yolk-sac �4�, the growing arteries progressively discon-
nect from the capillary plexus. Indeed, during the flow-
driven remodeling process of the capillary plexus, most of
the capillaries initially linked to the growing arteries are pro-
gressively cut off, as the arteries enlarge. This arterial dis-
connection has been initially pointed out by Fleury and
Schwartz �17� who have also shown that it is necessary to
allow the formation of two distinct and yet overlapping arte-
rial and venous trees, while avoiding the direct shunting be-
tween them. It is therefore an extremely important feature of
the formation of the large vessels. Note that a simple mecha-
nistic approach describing the deformation of the mesoderm
in the branching area between two vessels of dissimilar di-
ameters is sufficient to explain such a phenomenon3 �19�.

Thus, as an artery advances and enlarges across the cap-
illary plexus, the progressive cutoff of the previously con-
nected capillaries turns this artery into a single tube with no
or only rare sidebranches �Figs. 6�b� and 8�a�–8�c�� and
separates it physically from the neighboring plexus. As a
consequence, its outflow moves to a more distal region. Fi-
nally, in the capillary plexus neighboring the disconnected
artery, the flow direction reverses and the arterial molecular
markers are down-regulated �4�. A similar scenario may be
observed in the brain and the eye, and in many other parts of
the body �20�.

B. Capillary plexus in the vicinity of the disconnected
arteries is remodeled, leaving down a prepattern

for further venous growth

The cutoff of the small capillaries in the vicinity of the
larger arteries creates dangling sprouts �“dead ends”�, which
at one side are still connected to the plexus, and, at the other
side, where the flow must be zero, face the disconnected
arteries �see Fig. 8�c��. Such dangling sprouts can be ob-
served on mercox casts of the vasculature �see Fig. 6 in �4��.
Also, they can be indirectly observed using in vivo micros-

3Indeed, arterial disconnection can be studied by calculating the
flow induced viscoelastic deformation of the mesoderm, considered
as an incompressible elastic solid �see Sec. IV B�, in a region where
a side �capillary� branch is connected to a larger main �arterial or
venous� branch, by a two-dimensional fluid-structure interaction
solver. The closure rate of the smaller side branch both depends on
the bifurcation branching angle and on the ratio of the velocities in
both branches. In the case of diverging bifurcations �arterial do-
main�, this closure rate is positive in a very large range of param-
eters. Thus, side branches become almost systematically discon-
nected from the main branch. For more details, see Fig. 11 from
�19�.

Blood Islands Capillary plexus Network remodeling

FIG. 4. Schematic description of the different steps leading to
the formation of a vascular system: blood islands �aggregates of
hematopoietic cells, the precursors of red blood cells, surrounded
by endothelial cells, the constitutive cells of the capillary wall� form
during the early phases of embryonic development. Following their
formation, endothelial cells surrounding these blood islands soon
anastomose to form a capillary meshwork, called the primary cap-
illary plexus, which serves as a scaffold for the beginnings of cir-
culation. The capillary plexus is subsequently remodeled into a
complex hierarchical branching structure, including arteries and
veins. Note that in this remodeling process, all large vessels, be it
arteries or veins, were once capillaries of the smallest size. For
more details, see �10�.
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copy in the yolk-sac because they contain pools of stagnant
blood �indicated by arrows in Fig. 6�b��.

In order to gain some understanding of the mechanical
properties of the growing arteries and their neighborhood
during this arterial disconnection, shadowgraph and air-puff
tonometry have been used. Figure 9 displays the direct
in vivo observation of the yolk-sac surface topography by
shadowgraph: during the disconnection process, the growing
artery as well as its immediate neighborhood is swollen, sug-
gesting a higher pressure in this swollen area. Note that, as
this area includes a fluid domain �the blood contained in the
vascular lumens� and an incompressible solid, although very
soft, elastic domain �the living cells of the mesoderm, includ-
ing the endothelial cells of the vessel walls�, the pressure p
must be defined by p=− 1

3 tr���, where � denotes the stress

tensor. This definition holds in both fluid and solid phases
and will be constantly used in the following. In the fluid, p
corresponds to the usual hydrostatic pressure. In order to
confirm the pressure increase in the swollen area detected by
shadowgraph, APT has been performed. Indeed, in a porous
and elastic medium �a so-called poroelastic medium�, the
deformation due to a prescribed external load, which can be
imposed by an air puff such as in APT, must increase when
the pressure in the liquid phase decreases �21�.

Figure 10�a� displays a typical scanning-mode APT mea-
surement performed at right angle from a growing artery,
demonstrating the coexistence of two distinct areas: a stiff
area, including the artery and its immediate neighborhood,
ending about 150 �m away from the artery center, and a soft
area, outside. Figure 10�b� shows 12 pairs of local-mode

(a)

(b)

(a)

200 µm

FIG. 5. �Color online� Yolk-sac �a� and brain �b� vessels in the cis-cis configuration �primary circulation stage�. �a� A typical cis-cis
vascular pattern in the yolk-sac at an early developmental stage �2.5-day embryo�. For clarity, the heart and head are indicated. The vitelline
artery is at the right, the cranial vein in the middle and elongating toward the top-left. The flow loops from the vitelline artery up to the
cranial vein and back. The process of arterial disconnection �see text, Secs. IV A and IV B� starts already to be faintly visible, in the whiter
and quite thin area that starts to surround the vitelline artery. �b� In vivo observation of a 3-day embryo midbrain showing the capillary plexus
and the early cis-cis flow route. Note that the arterial inflow is situated deeper inside the brain shell, while veins are more superficial and
appear with a better contrast. The structure of the initial flow pattern is three dimensional, whereas the yolk-sac is two dimensional. However,
the topology is similar: a central arterial input flowing toward a distal venous collecting vessel located on top of the head and along the
boundary between the mid-brain and forebrain.
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APT measurements performed along the growing arteries
and outside the stiff area �e.g., midway between two neigh-
boring arteries when possible�. Similar data have been ob-
tained in all the arteries which have been studied by the same
technique in 20 different yolk-sacs. In a few instances, the
deformability of the soft area was measurable, whereas the
arterial bed was too stiff to evidence any deformation �data
not shown�. Thus, the results confirm a large difference of
deformability between the stiff and soft areas, approaching in
average a factor of 2. As a consequence, scanning-mode as
well as local-mode APT confirms the existence of a higher-
pressure area surrounding the growing arteries �i.e., arteries
and their immediately neighboring tissue� compared to the
pressure level in the tissue situated afar.

Therefore, a localized negative pressure gradient is evi-
denced in the tissue in the neighborhood of the growing ar-
teries, while moving away from them, as schematized in Fig.
11. However, the yolk-sac tissue is itself a porous medium
since it includes capillary vessels, which have previously
been disconnected from the growing artery. As such, this
deformable and incompressible porous medium is submitted
to a localized negative pressure gradient oriented from the
arterial bed and away from it. Thus, the fluid contained in the
�capillary� pore space flows from the high-pressure region to
the low-pressure region. This induces a decrease in the pore-

AV

(b)

(a)

FIG. 6. Yolk-sac vessels in the cis-trans configuration �second-
ary circulation stage�. �a� A typical cis-trans vascular pattern at a
later developmental stage �4-day embryo�. One must pay attention
to the fact that, in �a� and �b�, almost all arteries are paired with a
vein. �b� A magnified view of a 4-day embryo showing the process
of formation of the vein paired to each artery, in a more distal area
than �a�. To the sides of the arteries �stars�, dangling sprouts due to
capillary disconnection �see text, Sec. IV B� become discernible
because they contain pools of stagnant blood �arrows�.

A V A VA V A V
FIG. 7. Schematic description of the flow pattern in the cis-cis

�left� and in the cis-trans �right� configuration. The initial arterial
entry and venous exit points are indicated by A and V, respectively.
The formation of a venous path adjacent to the artery will lead to a
flow decrease in the initial set of veins, indicated by a dotted line in
the right panel, which may lead, or not, to their regression.

(a) (b) (c) (d)(a) (b) (c) (d)(a) (b) (c) (d)

*

*

*
*
*
*
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*
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FIG. 8. Pictorial description of the formation of veins next to the
arteries. First, the capillary plexus is homogeneous �a�. It is then
remodeled to form an arterial pathway �b�. The growing artery dis-
connects from the plexus, leaving dangling capillaries �c�, with flow
stagnation areas �indicated by stars�. See also Fig. 6�b�, where the
dangling capillaries become discernible because they contain pools
of stagnant blood. The useless endothelial material is progressively
excluded from the neighborhood of the artery and contributes to
enlarge the capillary lumens at a short distance from the artery �d�.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Direct in vivo imaging of the yolk-sac of
a 2-day embryo still exhibiting the cis-cis configuration: surface
observed by optical microscopy �left� and topography observed by
shadowgraph �right�. Boxes: the same young arteriole, imaged by
both techniques, is highlighted. The shadowgraph reveals a swollen
region around the growing arteries �right, bright areas in the red
box�.
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FIG. 10. Yolk-sac deformability measurements by APT in scanning mode �a� and local mode �b�. �a� A typical scan performed by APT
in scanning mode at right angle from a growing artery in a 4-day yolk-sac. Spot size as a function of the distance from the center of the
growing artery �denoted by A in the left image, where P indicates the tip of the micropipette�. In this experiment, the spot is positioned such
that its size increases when the local deformability increases. Thus, APT evidences two distinct areas: a stiff area including the growing
artery and its immediate neighborhood, about 150 �m large from the artery center, and a softer area, outside. In this example, the vein
forming in between arteries is found to follow the area of largest deformability. �b� Twelve examples of pairs of local-mode APT measure-
ments performed along the growing arteries �dotted lines� and outside the stiff area �plain lines� of a 2.5 days yolk-sac ��A� and ��B�� and
of a 4-day yolk-sac ��C�− �L��. In these data, the APT spot was positioned for detection of the spot displacement �which is more accurate
than the spot size�. Spot deflection in pixel units �1 pixel=4 �m� is plotted as a function of time. The time interval between each data point
is 0.1 s.
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space volume in the region of higher pressure: in this region,
pores are squeezed like in a sponge; see Fig. 11. As a con-
sequence, the liquid in the capillary lumens, including the
red blood cells, must be progressively expelled toward the
low-pressure area. This explains the displacement of the little
pools of stagnant blood, described above, somewhat afar
from the artery, but parallel to it. In the same fashion, based
on the demonstration by Le Noble et al. �4� that no signifi-
cant amount of endothelial cell apoptosis �programmed cell
death� can be detected around these pools of stagnant blood,
we hypothesize that the endothelial cells of the dangling
sprouts previously containing this stagnant blood must also
be expelled. Indeed, the existence of a specific region sur-
rounding the arteries and devoid of capillaries as well as
dangling sprouts can be experimentally evidenced by direct
in vivo observations by transmission illumination on rinsed
yolk-sacs �Fig. 12�, which has been confirmed by labelings
of the endothelial cells �data not shown� and which is sup-
porting the above hypothesis. In the same way, an avascular
region around the largest arteries can be detected by image
analysis of data obtained by reflection microscopy in the
brain �see Figs. 13�a� and 13�b� and legends� or in the eye
�data not shown�.

Finally, as no significant amount of endothelial cell apo-
ptosis can be detected in the vicinity of the disconnected
arteries, the expelled endothelial cells must have contributed
to the remodeling of other vessels. If these endothelial cells
are incorporated into the neighboring capillaries �i.e., the
capillaries adjacent to the disconnected artery� an increase of
their radius �as schematized in Fig. 8�d��, and therefore a
favored path for the blood to flow, must be observed. Indeed,
such a favored path, located somewhat afar from, but parallel
to, an existing artery, can be directly observed in the yolk-sac
�Fig. 6�b��. It can also be detected by image analysis in quite
different organs, like the brain, even in cases where no rec-
ognizable vessel is already present �see Figs. 13�a� and 13�b�
and legends�.

An estimate of the radius increase of the aforementioned
capillaries can be made by assuming a periodic distribution
of the capillaries in the plexus �Fig. 8�a�� in order to simplify
the situation observed in mercox casts or by optical micros-
copy. Under this assumption, the quantity of extra-tissue of
vascular wall corresponds to one capillary vessel in average,
dangling with a spatial period of one capillary vessel �Fig.
8�c��. As the total surface of the capillary wall must approxi-

mately remain constant, due to the conservation of the num-
ber of expelled endothelial cells �no apoptosis�, their incor-
poration into the neighboring capillaries must create a
twofold increase of these capillaries’ surface. Such an in-
crease results in a twofold increase of their radius,4 which,

4The surface of a tube of length l and radius r is S=2�rl. At
constant length, a twofold increase in the tube surface thus implies
a twofold increase of its radius.
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FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the yolk-sac cross section
in the neighborhood of a growing artery. The fluid phase �blood� is
represented in gray. The capillary lumens form an interconnected
network of capillary pores whereas the arterial lumen has been pre-
viously disconnected from the capillary pore space, as indicated by
the dashed lines.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Direct in vivo observation by transmis-
sion illumination of 2-day �a� and 4-day �b� rinsed yolk-sacs: Evi-
dence of a specific region surrounding the arteries. �a� When a
yolk-sac is rinsed and transferred to a glass slide, direct observation
by transmission illumination shows that there exists a region around
the largest arteries, devoid of capillaries and of erythrocytes, which
appears brighter in the figure. This brighter area is not observable
around the distal arterioles �e.g., arterioles extending toward the
sinus vein �SV� in �a��. Indeed, arteries develop from the yolk-sac
center to its periphery and, thus, the vessels which lie in a periph-
eric position have developed later �younger vessels� than the vessels
that lie in a proximal �central� position. As a consequence, these
arterioles have not disconnected from the capillary plexus, yet. In
addition, several cis-trans veins �V� are developing or have already
developed. In the latter case, a slight bright area is observable, too
�b�, which is consistent with the lesser extent and later appearance
of venous �compared to arterial� disconnection.
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(b)

(a)

FIG. 13. Brain vessels configuration during the development of the cis-trans venous pattern. �a� Left: direct in vivo detection of the
cis-trans configuration formation. The favored paths created by the remodeling of the capillary tissue in the vicinity of the growing arteries
appear in the midbrain of a chicken embryo by day 5. Along the existing arteries �stars�, an avascular region has appeared �see below�. An
area of denser capillaries can be observed somewhat afar from the existing arteries, on both sides. Thus, venous paths form parallel to the
arteries �arrows�. Right, top: enlarged view of the rectangular area highlighted in the left panel. Bottom: gray-level profile of this enlarged
view, averaged along the vertical direction �direction parallel to the main vessel�: very close to the arteries, on both sides, a strong decrease
in the gray level is observable �gray value �6�, demonstrating the presence of an avascular area. Further away from the central artery, bumps
of gray are consistent with wider capillary lumens. The bumps maxima correspond to favored venous paths, the left one being almost formed
and the right one not being recognizable as a vessel, yet. Farther away, on the left, the capillary plexus reverts to an intermediate gray level
�gray value �10–12�, representative of vascularized regions of the nonremodeled capillary plexus. �b� Similar analysis performed on a 6-day
brain, from a “polar” view. Left: the growing arteries are indicated by stars. The cis-cis venous pattern �V� is at the center of this view.
Arrows are pointing to the developing cis-trans venous pattern. Right: gray-level profile, averaged along the direction parallel to the vessel
of the enlarged area highlighted in the left panel: two presumptive venous paths, not being recognizable as vessels yet, are evidenced.
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according to Poiseuille’s law, decreases their hydrodynamic
resistance by a factor of 16.

Therefore, the incorporation of the dangling dead ends
into the neighboring capillaries creates a favored path for the
blood to flow, which will favor the appearance of larger ves-
sels there. Stated otherwise, by conservations laws in the
poroelastic medium, the stress exerted by the flowing blood
on the arterial wall creates a porosity gradient and induces a
flux of cells whose morphogenetic consequence is to gener-
ate a vein nearby. Note that such a physical effect is com-
pletely independent of any diffusible molecule which might
enhance the ability of the vessels in the vicinity of the artery
to enlarge. However, why should these vessels be favored
only after some time and how to evaluate this time?

C. Influence of tissue growth

In this section, we are going to show that the hydrody-
namic resistance of the cis-trans path becomes lower than
that of the cis-cis path as the organ under consideration ex-
pands. For that purpose, we first need to account for the
effect of tissue growth on the capillary plexus morphology.
The experimental results associated with this effect will be
described in Sec. IV C 1. Subsequently, in Sec. IV C 2,
simple theoretical or numerical modeling approaches will be
used to analyze its consequences on the hydrodynamic resis-
tance.

1. Influence of tissue growth on the capillary plexus morphology

It has been shown recently that the growth of a thin piece
of tissue, such as, for example, the yolk-sac, can be modeled
by a very slow viscous flow, because the elasticity equation
for incompressible thin solids is formally identical to the
equation of a viscous fluid flow, the longitudinal displace-
ment �in the elasticity equation� being assimilated to the fluid
velocity �in the viscous fluid-flow equation� �19,22�. In other
words, the growing elastic tissue in the yolk-sac behaves like
a fluid because the yolk-sac is a thin layer: its expansion
amounts to the Poiseuille’s flow of a thin layer, such that the
centrifugal growth of the yolk-sac, from proximal to distal
areas, is associated with a pressure drop �the pressure being
defined as in Sec. IV B�. Since this flow is away from the
yolk-sac center to its periphery, the yolk-sac center is at
higher pressure �more stressed� than its edge.5 In general
terms, a proximal to distal growth is associated with a gra-
dient of pressure, such that the expansion rate is positive in
the direction of the decreasing pressure.

As a consequence, in the same way as in the immediate
neighborhood of the growing arteries �see Sec. IV B�, but at
larger scale �the scale of the yolk-sac�, this pressure gradient
induces a gradient of the pore-space volume: capillaries are
squeezed like sponges around the yolk-sac center because of
the compression exerted by the growing tissue, while they
are less squeezed at its edge. This can be experimentally

confirmed by direct inspection of the capillary lattice �see
Fig. 14�, which demonstrates a positive gradient of capillary
density from the yolk-sac center to its periphery.

2. Influence of a gradient of capillary density on the network
hydrodynamic resistance

Due to this gradient of capillary density observable in a
growing tissue, the hydrodynamic resistivity by unit length
of the capillary plexus is small distally and large proximally.
As a consequence, if one considers an idealized piece of
growing tissue with prescribed arterial entry and venous exit
points located at some distance along the proximal part, the
pattern of resistances is as schematized in Fig. 15. At least
for the early stages of growth, this landscape favors a flow
that loops in the growing tissue and tends to explore the
distal part, which is less resistive. In this situation, the total
resistance of the flow loop can be roughly estimated theoreti-
cally. Let us call R the large proximal resistivity by unit
length between the entry and the exit and r the small distal
resistivity by unit length; let us call L�t� the length of the
growing tissue at time t and l0 the distance between the ar-
terial and venous ends. The resistance between the vascular
entry and exit points along the cis-cis path can be evaluated
by

rl0 + 2��R + r�/2�L�t� . �1�

In this expression, the first term represents the distal capil-
lary path and the second term represents the sum of the back
and forth paths between the proximal and distal ends of the
tissue �see Fig. 15�, where the average resistivity by unit
length is �r+R� /2. Not surprisingly, as the tissue grows, the
resistance to reach the distal region increases. At this very
early stage of growth, where no artery is still present in the
capillary plexus, the cis-trans resistance would simply be
Rl0, the resistance of the shortest path from the entry to the
exit points. This resistance is larger than the resistance of the
cis-cis loop as long as

5By analogy, think of the trunk of a tree: if all the cells try to grow
at the same rate, the center of the tree is more stressed than the
edge.

FIG. 14. Direct inspection of the capillary lattice of a 2-day
embryo showing the variation in vascular density from the proximal
to distal direction. Averaging over a few lines shows a regular in-
crease of the gray level corresponding to a gradient of vascular
density from the yolk-sac center to its edge. This is consistent with
narrow capillary lumens at the yolk-sac center �high pressure� and
larger lumens at its edge �low pressure�.
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L�t� � l0�R − r�/�R + r� . �2�

Thus, at early stages of tissue growth, the flow loop favors
capillary remodeling in the proximal to distal direction.

As the remodeling process is initially favored from the
proximal to distal direction, the artery naturally grows in this
direction. In addition, as this artery grows, it disconnects
from the capillaries. The neighboring capillaries reshape and
enlarge as described in Sec. IV B, so that a favored path of
capillaries, with their resistivity divided by a factor of order
16, appears along the growing artery. The resistances RCC of

the cis-cis and RCT of the cis-trans configurations can be
roughly evaluated as a function of the size L of the growing
organ by

RCC�L� = Ra + rl0 + 2Rdist����1 − ��L + Rprox����L �3�

and by

RCT�L� = Ra + Rl0 + 2Rdist����1 − ��L +
Rprox���

16 �L . �4�

In these expressions, Ra is the resistance of the growing ar-
tery, Rprox is the total resistivity by unit length of the proxi-
mal path �path parallel to the artery�, Rdist is the total resis-
tivity by unit length of the distal path �path from the artery
end to the organ distal limit�, and �L�t� represents the length
of the growing artery, � being a factor of order 1, but smaller
than 1 accounting for the delay between arterial formation
and tissue growth; see Fig. 15. As a consequence, the cis-cis
configuration is initially much less resistive than the cis-trans
configuration �r�R�, but it becomes resistive at a larger rate
than the cis-trans configuration because Rprox��� is greater
than Rprox��� /16. Thus, from Eqs. �3� and �4�, there exists a
size Lmax, given by

Lmax =
16

15

�R − r�
�Rprox���

l0, �5�

for which the resistances RCC�Lmax� and RCT�Lmax� of the two
paths are equal.

Finally, in order to estimate Lmax, the resistivity Rprox must
be evaluated by averaging the plexus resistivity along the
proximal path—i.e., for the height h varying from 0 to �L�t�.
Assuming a linear decrease of the resistivity 	, such as
	�h�= �r−R� / L�t�h+R, we have

Rprox�L� =
r − R

2
� + R �6�

and, thus,

Lmax � 2
�R − r�

�r − R��2 + 2R�
l0. �7�

For larger sizes, the cis-trans configuration is favored.
Note that Lmax increases with R and l0 and decreases with

�. Thus, this simplified analysis shows three important facts:
the cis-cis to cis-trans transition occurs later if the entry and
exit points are farther away, if the delay between arterial
formation and tissue growth is longer, and if the proximal
capillaries are more squeezed due to a faster growth rate. A
fast growth will induce a very high proximal resistance �R

r� and the transition will appear for L�2l0, but a slow
growth, for which, for example, r�R /3, will induce a tran-
sition for L� l0 and the cis-trans path will be preferred
sooner. In this latter case, the transition length is of the order
of the distance between the entry and exit points. That is to
say that slow growing buds or appendages will undergo this
transition as soon as they reach a roughly square or round
shape: if they elongate more, the normal vascular bed must
be the cis-trans one.

Note that this qualitative analysis, which is sufficient to
explain the transition between the cis-cis and cis-trans
configurations before the appearance of large veins, is justi-

FIG. 15. �Color online� Left: schematic representation of the
flow in a plexus which grows from the proximal to distal direction,
before the apparition of large veins, for prescribed arterial entry �A�
end venous exit �V� points. The vessels’ lumens are represented in
gray and the interstitial tissue in white. The enlarged capillaries in
the vicinity of the growing artery are represented in green. Arrows
indicate the preferential flow path, which tends initially to explore
the distal region because the capillary density is greater there. Red
arrows correspond to arterial flow, blue arrows to venous flow.
Right: electrical analogy for the distribution of the resistances of the
preferential flow path. The upper-left “Cis-cis” panel shows the
initial situation where no artery is formed yet. The cis-cis configu-
ration provides the lowest hemodynamic resistance and thus the
preferential path for blood flow. The middle panel shows the situa-
tion at start of arterial growth, with the cis-cis configuration still
providing the preferential path for flow. The lower-left panel “Cis-
trans” shows the situation after some time of growth with the cis-
trans configuration providing the preferential path for flow. The
�small� resistivity per unit length in the distal area and the �large�
resistivity per unit length in the proximal area are denoted by r and
R, respectively. The total resistance of the proximal path �path par-
allel to the artery�, the total resistance of the distal path �path from
the arterial end to the organ distal limit�, and the resistance of the
growing artery are denoted by Rprox, Rdist, and Ra, respectively. As
the artery grows, it disconnects from the capillaries. The neighbor-
ing capillaries reshape and enlarge, so that a favored path of capil-
laries, with their resistance divided by a factor of order 16, appears
along the growing artery �Rprox /16�.
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fied by the observed delay between the formation of arteries
and veins. However, it fails to explain how and why the
cis-cis loop should be unstable once large cis-cis veins have
developed. That is why we give now a rationale, based on
numerical simulations of the wall shear-stress spatial distri-
bution in an idealized rectangular vascular network with pre-
scribed arterial entry and venous exit points located at some
distance along the proximal part, for what happens in this
case.

The vessels growth process is governed, among other
things, by the spatial distribution of pressure in the capillary
plexus, which is inherently nonlocal; i.e., the pressure at a
given point in space is influenced by the pressure distribution
in the entire capillary plexus, and not only by the pressure
distribution in its immediate neighborhood: in the simplest

case of an homogeneous and isotropic capillary plexus, the
pressure spatial dependence satisfies the Laplace’s equation.
Thus, all the details of the vascular geometry, including the
capillary plexus, the arterial, and venous trees, must be con-
sidered in order to analyze the flow field, particularly the
wall shear-stress distribution, in the growing organ. In addi-
tion, small local variations in the geometry such as local
remodeling may have a significant effect on this distribution.
To date, a complete mathematical treatment of this problem
cannot be performed in complex situations where an already
developed tree exists and is still growing.

Therefore, in order to study the flow patterns as a function
of the length L of the growing tissue once large cis-cis veins
have developed, numerical simulations of the wall shear-
stress spatial distribution in an idealized bidimensional rect-
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FIG. 16. �Color� Numerical simulations of the wall shear-stress spatial distribution in a model configuration representing a bidimensional
growing organ at different steps, for prescribed arterial entry �A� and venous exit �V� points. Panel 1: geometry and notation: an artery
�length La and radius 40 �m� and a vein �length Lv, radius 40 �m� in a rectangular heterogeneous capillary plexus �length L, width l
=7.3 mm�. The radius distribution of the vessels is represented by the color scale and varies linearly from 2.5 �m proximally to 5 �m
distally. The vessels with a larger radius �including the artery and vein� appear in red. The stars indicate the end points of the artery and vein.
Note that, in this case, the radius of the capillaries along the disconnected artery and vein has been increased twofold in order to account for
capillary remodeling. Panels 2–6: distribution of wall shear stress: The distribution of wall shear stress �in Pa� is represented by the
logarithmic color scale �note that the scale is different for the different values of L in the different panels�. Panel 2: L=1.2 mm and La

=Lv=0.24 mm. Panels 3 �accounting for capillary remodeling along the disconnected arteries and veins� and 4 �reference case without
capillary remodeling�: L=3.6 mm, La=1.8 mm, and Lv=0.24 mm. Panels 5 �accounting for capillary remodeling along the disconnected
arteries and veins� and 6 �reference case without capillary remodeling�: L=13.5 mm, La=9 mm, and Lv=4.5 mm; Panels 5a and 6a:
enlarged views of highlighted areas of panels 5 and 6. Panels 2–4: for L� l, the wall shear stress exhibits a cis-cis configuration, with a high
level of shear in the distal area �between arrows�, favoring a proximal to distal growth of the artery and vein. At this stage, the capillary
remodeling along the disconnected arteries and veins has a negligible influence �no significant differences between panel 3 and 4�. Panels 5
and 6: For L� l, the wall shear stress exhibits a cis-trans configuration, with a higher level of shear in the capillaries neighboring the artery
compared to the shear level in the distal area �bottom of the panel�. At this stage, the capillary remodeling has an important local effect,
increasing the order of magnitude of the wall shear stress in the remodeled capillaries �along the artery� by one to two orders of magnitude
�area between arrows in the enlarged view displayed on panels 5a and 6a�.
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angular vascular network exhibiting a positive gradient of
capillary density from its center to its periphery have been
performed. Such a gradient of capillary density was imposed
by prescribing a gradient in capillary radius �see Fig. 16,
panel 1, for the imposed geometry�. The influence of the
remodeling of the capillary plexus in the vicinity of the dis-
connected arteries and veins has also been studied by pre-
scribing, or not, a twofold increase of the radius of their
neighboring capillaries.

Corroborating the simple theoretical results presented
above, we have found that the cis-cis path is initially fa-
vored, without any significant influence of the capillary re-
modeling along the disconnected arteries and veins. Indeed,
if the length of the growing tissue is smaller than its width
�L� l�, the wall shear stress exhibits a cis-cis configuration,
with a high level of shear in the distal area �between arrows
in Fig. 16, panels 2–4�, favoring a proximal to distal growth
of the artery and vein, and a flow looping across the distal
capillary plexus. At this stage, the capillary remodeling along
the disconnected artery and vein has a negligible influence
�no significant differences between panels 3 and 4�. On the
contrary, if the length of the growing tissue is larger than its
width �l�L�, the capillary remodeling along the discon-
nected artery has an important local effect, increasing the
wall shear stress in the remodeled capillaries by one to two
orders of magnitude �Fig. 16, area between arrows in panels
5a and 6a, representing enlarged views of highlighted areas
of panels 5 and 6�. This result is not trivial because, in a tube
of radius r, the wall shear stress scales as Q /r3, Q being the
flow rate: for a twofold increase in radius, the flow rate must
increase by two to three orders of magnitudes to allow the
observed increase of the wall shear stress. It demonstrates
that capillary remodeling along the disconnected arteries has
a positive feedback for the selection of the cis-trans configu-
ration. In other words, due to the capillary remodeling along
the disconnected artery, a favorable flow route is selected
along this growing artery, high shear stresses leading to a
further enlargement of the vessels of this flow route. In the
absence of such a capillary remodeling, one might still ex-
pect the growth of a second venous tree, because the wall
shear stress exhibits a cis-trans configuration, with a higher
level of shear in the capillaries located between the arterial
and venous extremities �stars in panel 5� compared to the
shear level in the distal area �bottom of the panels�. How-
ever, this second venous tree would develop only showing a
weak �statistical� pairing with the artery, as numerically ob-
served in �17,19�. Conversely, the moderate increase of lu-
men diameters close to the artery suffices to induce the
growth of a parallel vein, allowing to state that the “artery
induces its vein.”

Of course, we only present a static case �no self-consistent
growth, no self-consistent evolution of arterial entry and
venous exit points�, whereas the vessels growth process is a
highly dynamic one, the vessels being permanently remod-
eled to adapt to the local flow conditions. However, the se-
lection of a favorable flow route along a disconnected artery
at a given time will lead to an accelerating enlargement of
this flow route, with a further amplification of the effects.
First, the formation of a second set of veins adjacent to the
artery will lead to the modification of venous exits, with the

appearance of additional exit points for the cis-trans flow.
Such a modification will further reduce the hydrodynamic
resistance of the cis-trans path �by eliminating the unphysical
venous flow path represented at the bottom of Fig. 15, left
panel, where arterial entry and venous exit points were pre-
scribed�. This will further facilitate the selection of the cis-
trans path. Second, the formation of this second set of veins
will lead to a flow decrease in the initial set of veins, which
may lead, or not, to their regression, depending on the size of
the considered organ and on the growth speed. For example,
in the forelimbs, the two set of veins coexist: the superficial
veins, which can be observed through the skin, are not paired
with an artery; the deep veins accompany the arteries and
constitute the venae comitantes of those vessels. In these fast
growing organs, which are more elongated than the yolk-sac
or the brain, the chronological formation of the brachial ar-
tery �i.e., the main artery of the forelimb between shoulder
and elbow� and vein as well as the evolution of the anterior
and posterior marginal veins and marginal sinus �which lay
at the forelimb periphery and which may be considered as
the equivalent of the sinus vein in the yolk-sac� is indeed in
full accordance with our analysis. This chronology can be
deduced from a recent study �23� which depicts in great de-
tails the vascular development in the forelimb of the quail
embryo.

According to this study, the cis-cis to cis-trans transition
takes place between stages HH26 and HH29.6 The size of the
forelimb at HH26 can be roughly evaluated from Figs. 3B
and 3F from �23� �ventral views� to be 2.5 mm in length and
1–1.15 mm in depth—i.e., L�2.2l0–2.5l0—which is very
close to our prediction for a fast-growing organ.

V. DISCUSSION

As indicated in the Introduction, a largely open problem-
atic in the field of vascular development is understanding the
relative contribution of intrinsic �molecular� programming

6The relevant chorological elements are summarized as follows:
Stage HH21. The arterial branch of the dorsal artery passing to the
forelimb in the space between the 18th and 19th somites has en-
larged to become the largest artery supplying the forelimb. It is
referred to as the primary subclavian artery �1°SCA�; Stage HH23.
Peripheral vessels along the postaxial �posterior� border of the fore-
limb in capillary layer III have begun to form the posterior marginal
vein �PMV�. Stage HH25. The centrally placed 1°SCA is the larg-
est blood vessel in the forelimb and is now referred to as the bra-
chial artery �BA�. The anterior marginal vein �AMV� has begun to
form. Stage HH26. The posterior marginal vein joins the anterior
marginal vein to form the marginal sinus �MS�. Stage HH29. The
width of the MS decreases in the apex of the forelimb, but the AMV
and the PMV still constitute the major pathways of venous drain-
age. At the junction of the zeugopod and the stylopod in the cubital
fossa �elbow�, the AMV and the PMV pass from the subcutaneous
plane into the developing deep brachial vein. This vein develops
parallel to the brachial artery. Stage HH32. The MS continues to
degenerate, and the connections of both the AMV and the PMV
with the brachial vein become prominent. The AMV and the PMV
are now denoted as the cephalic vein and basilic veins, respectively.
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and extrinsic �physiological or epigenetic� factors on the
morphological evolution of the vascular system. The main
result of our work is that, during vertebrate development,
arteries exert a morphological control over the venous pat-
tern through extrinsic factors. Thus, a fine biochemical regu-
lation of arterioveinous cross talk is not required for the ar-
teries to influence the venous patterning.

This result could seem in contradiction with published
evidence of the importance of molecular programming in the
early arteriovenous differentiation of endothelial cells. In-
deed, a tremendous amount of work, based on the discovery
of distinct molecular markers for arterial and venous endot-
helial cells, has been conduced in a last few years to eluci-
date the genetic mechanisms driving such a differentiation.
In this context, Zhong et al. �24� have demonstrated an early
fate restriction of individual endothelial precursors to either
an arterial or a venous identity and not both: the whole lin-
eage of endothelial cells originating from one of these pre-
cursors is subsequently incorporated in the same type of ves-
sels. Other evidence for a direct arterial and venous
specification occurring prior to blood flow have been re-
viewed in �25,26�. In particular, a biochemical growth factor,
called the vascular endothelial growth factor �VEGF�, is be-
lieved to play a critical role in triggering the other genetic
pathways known to be involved in this specification, such as
the Notch pathway. These findings have been interpreted in
favor of a genetic determination of endothelial cell identity,
which could seem in contradiction with the present work.
However, the detailed mechanisms underlying the early in-
duction of the endothelial identity remain unclear �26,27�
and the signaling pathways that drive arterial differentiation
and that lie upstream of VEGF are still unknown.

In addition, other studies have demonstrated that endothe-
lial cell identity determined by genetic factors is reversible
and is finally modified by hemodynamics. Transplanted en-
dothelial cells of arterial or venous origin can integrate into
both arteries and veins in host embryos, and independent of
their original identity, these incorporated cells express arte-
rial or venous markers identical to the host vessels �28,29�.
Furthermore, manipulation of blood flow in chick embryos
affects endothelial cell identity after the circulation initiates:
ligation of a vitelline artery in the chick embryo by a metal
clip morphologically transforms an artery into a vein,
marked by downregulation of arterial markers and upregula-
tion of venous markers. Restoration of arterial flow by re-
moving the clip restores arterial marker expression �4�.
These results highlight the ability of mechanical factors to
induce a phenotypic change of endothelial cells toward an
arteriolar or a venous fate.

As far as we know, mechanical factors have not been
ruled out as one of the signaling mechanisms lying upstream
of the VEGF that could drive arterial differentiation before
the onset of flow. It has even been demonstrated that me-
chanical stimuli such as fluid shear stress or external stretch
can stimulate VEGF protein production, both in vitro �30�
and in vivo �31�. Because we have shown that tissue stress is
a key determinant of vascular patterning ��19� and present
work�, it would be interesting to seek for a potential effect of
tissue stress on the early arterial and venous specification.
Indeed, tissue expansion, even in the absence of any flow,

already induces mechanical forces. Therefore, as mechanical
forces may induce a phenotypic change of endothelial cells
toward an arteriolar or a venous fate, this may as well happen
before or after the onset of flow. After the onset of flow, it is
important to keep in mind that the cis-cis to cis-trans transi-
tion induces an extremely interdigitated stress field, such that
endothelial cells located very close to each other may feel
very different pressure values or shear stresses. From a ma-
terial science point of view, a vascular bed is a composite,
poroelastic medium.

Nevertheless, if adopting such a point of view can lead to
a better understanding of the mechanisms of embryonic de-
velopment, it is clear to us that proper molecular program-
ming remains a necessity in vascular morphogenesis. Indeed,
the molecular specificities of the endothelial cells are deter-
minant for defining the interactions between them and with
their environment, as well as their reactions and plasticity in
response to mechanical stresses �mechanotransduction�.

Finally, an indirect consequence of the present work may
be of practical importance: the interpretation of yolk-sac re-
modeling abnormalities in mice deficient for genes impli-
cated in vascular development must be extremely careful and
account for the modifications in perfusion �for example due
to cardiac malformations� as well as in growth rate due to the
targeted deletion of the gene. Indeed, part of the vascular
phenotype observed in the yolk-sac of these null mice can in
fact be due to these modifications, which are quite frequent
�32–37�. In the same spirit, the origin of several developmen-
tal abnormalities, such as the Holt-Oram syndrome �38� and
even the complete absence of limbs, might have to be recon-
sidered. Indeed, these abnormalities have been related to the
misexpression or mutation in the developmental gene Tbx5
��38� and references therein�. However, this gene is associ-
ated with early developmental abnormalities of the heart and
sometimes to hypoplasia of the vessels of the upper limbs.
Therefore, the absence of limb development in these syn-
dromes might either be a direct consequence of vascular ab-
normalities or a consequence of abnormal mechanotransduc-
tion, leading to abnormalities in both the heart and limbs.

VI. CONCLUSION

The physiological formation of a vascular system exhibits
a striking spatiotemporal feature: veins first develop in series
with the arteries, while after some time, which depends on
the organ considered, new veins arise which are parallel to
the existing arteries �arteries and vein form two juxtaposed,
yet distinct, trees�, although they are still downstream in
terms of flow. In this paper, we have shown how such a
transition is physically possible, and why it may be expected
with generality, as organisms grow. First, the capillary plexus
of a growing piece of tissue is not uniform. The distal re-
gions have larger vascular �capillary� densities and, hence, a
smaller hydrodynamic resistance. As a consequence, the first
flow route passes through distal regions �cis-cis configura-
tion�. As the arteries grow into this piece of tissue, they get
disconnected from the capillary plexus, which induces an
excluded region around them. Second, the capillary path
neighboring the disconnected arteries is remodeled and its
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hydrodynamic resistance is significantly reduced. Therefore,
another favored flow path emerges along these arteries. As a
consequence, a second flow route emerges �cis-trans configu-
ration� when the piece of tissue extends. Between the cis-cis
and cis-trans configurations, all configurations are in prin-
ciple possible, and self-organization of the vessels will con-
tribute to determining their exact pattern. However the global
aspect—cis-cis, cis-trans, or in between—will depend on the
size at which the growth is arrested and on the growth rate
�or, in other words, on the stress gradient in the growing
tissue�. This complex spatiotemporal feature, which is rarely
emphasized in the literature, is probably at the origin of a
great confusion in anatomic descriptions which sometimes
depict paired vessels and sometimes unpaired vessels or
which ascribe the cis-cis to cis-trans transition to the opening

of a particular vessel in the embryo—for example, the open-
ing of the duct of Cuvier. Actually, since this transition is
observed in several quite different organs, a general mecha-
nism has to exist, independently of ad hoc developmental
explanations. We believe that the mechanism described here
is more general and applies to other organs than the yolk-sac
and the brain, which were taken here as case studies.
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